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 Many games are just longer. It seems to me that they just make it longer. A game that is just shorter feels like less of a game. #6. They change their name. Just because Call of Duty has a title does not mean it is a shooter. It can be any type of game, but the actual game is still a shooter. A game may have a different name, but is still the same game. It's like trying to tell me that Poppycock has a terrible
name because it's about poop, when it is actually a good game. #7. The first is always better. Good story, cinematics, good graphics, well written characters, etc. #8. Did you like it? The second one is better. Didn't you just say the first one is better? #9. The story is the same, just different characters. #10. They changed the story, but the same graphics. #11. It's a sequel. A sequel is when you get into the

story of the second one and the first one, but it isn't the same. #12. You aren't "that guy". #13. All the maps are the same. The same cities. The same buildings. There are no good maps. #14. Don't change anything. You may change some things, but not everything. Change a little and don't go nuts. #15. Add "upgrades." The first game never had upgrades. #16. All the characters are the same. Even the
main characters. #17. Play the original. Yeah, I like good shooters, but I also like them in the first place. #18. All the maps are the same. Everyone has to go on an adventure, save the princess, and fight the evil King. #19. The game isn't a "sequel." You can't just make a sequel and call it a sequel. It's not the same game. You have to make it a sequel. #20. The levels are shorter. They are way shorter.

#21. The graphics aren't better. The original was just as good as the first. #22. The weapons are always the same. And have the same functions. They just have different looks. #23. The first game had horrible music. The second game has excellent music. #24. You're not that guy. I'm going to laugh at you if you are. Who is that guy? #25. The second game is better. # 82157476af
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